TO DAVID RYU AND HIS STAFF -- As a voting constituent of your district and a long-time Hollywood resident, I ask you to do whatever is possible to extend the date for comments on the EIR for this disaster of a project known as Hollywood Center or Millenium. The whole city has come to a standstill in the 45 days since the report was made available and, as I understand it, even the planning commission does not hold meetings as normally required because of the coronavirus. Yet this deadline alone among almost every other deadline -- is not being extended. For example, the courts of appeal extended all briefing deadlines because of the virus situation, even though briefing does not require in-person meetings. There is no excuse except corruption for this deadline not to be extended. This whole project stinks to high heaven, as they used to say. The traffic mess alone that this project will cause is sufficient to have it be denied.

I urge you and anyone else involved to demand an extension for comments on this EIR. Thank you.

Barbara Hodous